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THE NOVEMBER METEORS.

(1., 2.

Dog-star. Indeed it is so very bright that even those who
do not know it can find it without any trouble. It is the
bright white star which is to be seen in the south-eastern
sky at about 8 p.m., and it crosses the meridian of Calcutta
a few minutes after 2 a.m., its zenith distanoe at that time
being 39° towards south. At a short distance towards
north and slightly towards east from this star will be found
another very bright star, namely, Procyon (i.e.,) K Canis
Minoris, and north of Procyon will be found the two principal
stars of the constellation Gemini, namely, Castor and PQllux
(i.e.,) K Geminorum and f3 Geminorum. Of these Pollux
is brighter than Castor, their magnitudes being 1'2 and 2'0
respectively.
.
The R. A. and the declination of Castor are 7 hrs. 29 mts.
and 32° 5' N. On the lOth of Deoember it will rise at
Calcutta at 6-56 p.m. and its amplitude will be 35 c 7' (i.e.,)
this will be its angular distance from the east point towards
north. It will cross the meridian at 13-58 astronomical
time which corresponds to the common time 1-58 a.m. of
the llth, and it shall be then 9° 32' from the zenith towards
north. South-west of Castor and Pollux is the small star
S Geminorum; and then we come to three stars whose
right ascensions are very nearly equal and therefore they
are in a straight Hne running from north to south. Lastly,
we come to the two small stars p. Geminorum and)) GeIni·
norum. The R. A. and the declination of the radiant
point of the shower ar~ 7-12 and 33°oN.-O On the lOth
of December it rises at Calcutta at 6·39 p.m. and its
angular distance at that time from the east point shall be
36° 8' towards north. It is very near Castor.

The November Meteors.
By B. N.

RAKSHIT.

13th November 1910.
On the morning at 2-10 a.m. standard time the following Andromed meteor was observed.
Magnitude-I' 5
Duration-2 seconds.
Characteristics-Slow, trains.
Direction.-If we join Aldibaran (IX Tauri) with Capella
(a Aurigre), we find three small stars nearly equi-distant
from each other. The direction of the meteor appeared to
pass immedia.tely above the first star from Capella. and to
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NOTE ON A LARGE METEORITE.

be nearly perpendicular to the above-mentioned line joining
Capella and Aldibaran. It was from Andromeda. towards
the straight line.

Leonid M eteorAt 3-21 a.m. sta.ndard time a swift meteor was observed,
the direction of which if produced would pass near the west
side of E Leonis. It passed from north to south. The
direction was judged from the line joining E Leonis with
the Pole star.
D1t.ration-r411th of a second.
Magnitude-About 3.

Note on a Large Meteorite .
By H. H.

TlIE MAHARAJA OF JALAWAR.

At quarter to 6 in the evening of the 24th November a.
very bright meteor was observed in the southern sky azimuth 200 0 (about). It moved slowly and disappeared after
about a minute, but left a long streak of light (a nebulous
or milky trail) in the air as well as a patch of lumi.ilous
matter of about the size of a twelve inch Gramophone
Record that remained suspended in the middle of the
passage of the meteor, the streak continuing below it
towards the earth. It marked the straight course of the
meteor across the sky, but became curved after a few
seconds. Both the patch and the streak remained visible
for about 15 minutes, growing dimmer and dimmer all the
time till th('lY went out of sight altogether. The sky was
quite clear and there was no wind.
I shall be very thankful if some person interested in
meteors will throw light on the phenomenon and the cause
of the patch remaining suspended in the air for such a long
time.
[A similar bright meteor wa.s seen at about the same
hour on the 26th November at Beria in t,he Nimar Distriot
of the Central Provinces a.nd reported to the Pioneer by
Mr. C. F. Bell, Deputy Conservator of PorestE!. '1'h0 tail
remained visihle for half an hour after the meteor disap~
peared. There was a loud report after the flash, and it was
estimated that the meteorite struck the earth about 60 miles
away_ The object also aPI?oars to have been seen at Mhow
a.nd Bhopal. The explanation of these phenoI\lena is giYfln
on page 6, the Journal oitha Society, Vol. J, No. 1'II: G. T.}

